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Show students how to “measure up” by displaying Carson-Dellosa’s Measure Man Bulletin 
Board! The bulletin board set contains Measure Man, a “Liquid Measurement” chart, 11 border 
strips, and this resource guide. Included in the resource guide are activities and reproducible 
Measure Man worksheet, cup, pint, quart, and gallon patterns.

Directions for Assembly and Use
✔ Laminate the Measure Man Bulletin Board and the accessory pieces for durability.

✔ The Measure Man Bulletin Board can be displayed on a wall, bulletin board, or door.

✔ Possible titles for the Measure Man Bulletin Board include We Measure Up! and It’s Measure 
Man to the Rescue!
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Display Idea
◆ Container Creations  Encourage students 

to bring in clean cup-, pint-, quart-, and 
gallon-sized can labels and cartons. Use 
the cartons to create a three-dimensional 
border for the Measure Man Bulletin Board. 
Accent the display with the labels. Have 
students identify which items are measured 
in cups, pints, quarts, or gallons.

Math Ideas
◆ Got a Problem?  Each day, challenge the 

class by posting a measurement problem 
on the Measure Man Bulletin Board. Cut out 
a large speech balloon from card stock and 
laminate it. Display the speech balloon on 
the board near Measure Man’s mouth. Use 
a write-on/wipe-away marker to write a new 
problem each day in the speech balloon for 
the students to solve. For example, If Sam 
drinks 2 cups of milk each day, how many 
days would 1 quart of milk last? Attach a 
folder to the board for students to place their 
answers in. At the end of each day, write 
the correct answer after the question in the 
speech balloon.

◆ Sorting through Measurement  Create a 
sorting activity using clean, empty cartons 
and cans. Be sure each carton and can is 
marked only in ounces. Create bin labels 
on copies of the cup, pint, quart, and gallon 
patterns (page 4). Label one large bin for 
each unit of measurement. Allow children to 
work in groups to sort the empty containers 
into the appropriately labeled bins. Have 
students use the Measure Man Bulletin 
Board to check their work.

◆ Measurement Manipulatives  Use the cup, 
pint, quart, and gallon patterns (page 4) to 
create manipulatives for children to solve 
measurement problems. Enlarge and cut 
out several copies of each pattern. Laminate 
them for durability. Write problems such as 
2 quarts equal _____ cups or _____ cups 
equal 1 gallon. Allow students to group the 
patterns to illustrate their answers. 

◆ All Shapes and Sizes  Use the Measure 
Man Bulletin Board to introduce students to 
other units of measurement. Divide students 
into groups and assign each group to a form 
of measurement, such as weight, length, or 
metric units. Provide students with reference 
materials that explain the forms of measure-
ment. Using the “Liquid Measurement” chart 
as a guide, let each group research and 
make a poster explaining its assigned form 
of measurement. Display the students’ post-
ers with Measure Man and title the display 
Calibration Station.

◆ Ratio Relationships  Use the Measure 
Man Bulletin Board to teach ratios. Show 
students that one gallon equals four quarts, 
then write the ratio 1:4. Give each student a 
copy of the Measure Man worksheet pattern 
(page 3). Have students color each unit of 
measurement a different color. Using the 
color-coded worksheets as guides, have 
students write ratios for pints to cups, quarts 
to pints, and gallons to cups. Encourage the 
class to think of additional ratios.

◆ Fun with Fractions  Introduce students to 
fractions using the Measure Man Bulletin 
Board. Provide each student with a copy of 
the Measure Man worksheet pattern (page 
3). Instruct students to draw lines to divide 
each cup section in half. Ask questions such 
as How many 1/2 cups are in a pint? or How 
many 1/2 cups are in a quart? Have students 
use their worksheets for reference. Direct 
students to divide the units further. Ask 
questions about the new fractions.

◆ Metric Measurement  Explain that in metric 
measurement, liquids are measured in liters, 
kiloliters, and milliliters. A liter is equal to 
1.0567 quarts, a kiloliter is equal to 1,000 
liters, and a milliliter is equal to 0.0338 
ounces. Display these equivalents on the 
Measure Man Bulletin Board. Ask students 
to figure out how many quarts are in two 
liters, three liters, etc. Encourage them to 
solve the problems through multiplication. 
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